
The artistic research of Alessandra Spranzi is connected with 
photography, with photographic staging, the reuse of images 
of her own or taken by others, collage and “photographs of 
photographs.”
Her work reveals a taste for humble materials, everyday 
situations, domestic settings, neglected and obsolete objects, 
handiwork and its gestures. 
through these tools and these subjects, through appropriations 
and even minimal manipulations, Spranzi never stops 
questioning the mystery of existence and the fundamental 
forces that determine our fate, as well as that of the objects 
and spaces that surround us.
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Though she shows photographs, Alessandra Spranzi is not 
a photographer, but an artist who uses photography. This 
distinction might seem cavillous, or even obsolete: it dates 
back to the 1970s and has gradually lost its aptness to 
describe the evolution of the photographic language. But in 
Spranzi’s case, and that of this exhibition, in particular, it can 
be useful. Most of the works in the show, created over the 
last two years, do not feature original images shot by Spranzi, 
but recycle images of others taken from practical manuals, 
science books, classified ads. They are photographs Spranzi 
has collected over the years, selected and then reutilized in 
a different way: rephotographing them, cutting, enlarging, 
printing with techniques that differ from those used to make the 
original image, or at times using them as the starting materials 
for a collage. What interests her is to point out a beauty that 
was already lurking, unseen, in existing images: anonymous 
photographs, not made by professionals, or in any case made 
without artistic ends. The artist writes: For years I have been 
thinking about the often latent or exhausted potential that 
exists in images, returning to observe and use anachronistic 
or humble materials in projects that are always different, that 
bring to light, or reveal, the hidden, irrational side of things 
and images. To collect, put together and interface as a way 
of reorganizing, or surprising, sight and thought, to call the 
enigmatic nature of the photographic image that continually 
questions us back into play. Simone Menegoi, 2014

The texts that accompany the works have been 
written over the course of the years. They come from 
different necessities, so some are more descriptive, 
others more poetic and evocative. She has decided 
not to alter them now, conserving the differences of 
writing and thought across 25 years of work.

For me it is difficult to describe a work. I have tried to 
get past this difficulty by circling around something 
that is first of all a visual experience. 





Maniera di imballare una bottiglia, formato 39x25 cm, 2016

Since 2016 I have resumed the re-photographing of certain 
images, or details of images, from old books and magazines. 
The images are different, as are the reasons why I decide to 
photograph them. What they do have in common, though, is 
an impossibility or difficulty in the unraveling, in solving their 
commonplace enigmas, in making them really speak. There 
is a muteness, a silence that persists even in the face of the 
obvious, and of that which the photographs represent: eggs, 
bottles, lamp prototypes, cacti, gestures to carry out, the hem 
of a dress, and more. This body of images does not yet have 
a title that covers them in their entirety.

Black and white gelitin silver print 
Edition 3+2 a.p 
The format of the two artist’s proofs may vary 



Gusci di uova mangiate da una faina, formato 18x25 cm, 2016 Ragazzo con prototipo, formato 49,5 x32,2 cm, 2016



Flowers, 2016

Flowers have beautiful names, as do plants. 
Names that come from far away, or from distant languages, 
Latin and Greek.
They are often double or compound names, is if just one 
would not suffice.

Gazania splendens, Gloxinia, Tecoma leucoxylon, Echeveria 
setosa, Achillea ageratum, Iris kaempferi, Aquilegia, 
Jacaranda copaia, Linaria cymbalaria, Agapanthus 
umbellatus, Salix helvetica, Incarvillea, Lavatera trimestris,  
Sempervivum tectorum, Stratiotes aloides, Echinops 
bannaticus, Arctium lappa, Ansellia africana, Centaurea 
solstitialis… 

A rose is not just a rose.

In these collages, flowers and words are doubled or 
reassembled through cuts, as if just one image would not 
suffice.

The three volumes from which I have taken and cut the 
pages for these collages are called Natura viva, published 
by Vallardi, 1966.

Size 23x30 cm

Fiori #2 (Sopra, fioritura di Glazania splendens)



Fiori # 9 (Piante originarie)Fiori # 6 (Nascita di un’orchidea)



Painted pages

These black painted pages are pages of a book that I have had for 
many years and that I have used in many ways, cutting it, pulling it 
apart, taking photographs of it and burning it. It is called Living Today. 
A Room by Room Guide to a House, published by Goerlich, 1967. The 
best images have gone, consumed, transformed and at times wasted. 
The pages which I painted on are the leftovers, waste paper, which I 
no longer knew what to do with. Unusable. Or about to become so.

Over the last few years I have enjoyed picking up what I thought I no 
longer needed, useless things, ready to be put to one side or thrown 
away. 
It is like taking time to say goodbye at the door, at the station, on the 
telephone or anywhere. Maybe there is something else to say, wait. An 
uncertainty. A strange, formidable resistance. 

I traced the photographs on the pages with black mica, a black which 
does not cover up what is underneath completely, but it hides it, 
leaving spaces you can barely see, furniture and objects sunk into the 
darkness.
The photography is not wiped out, the spaces, the pieces of furniture 
and the objects survive, obscured, with the lights out. Still some 
resistance, maybe.
I do not change, add or invent anything. I almost keep my eyes shut 
when I paint, following the photograph and all that it contains with the 
brush. Like some children’s books, where there is something to colour, 
there is only the outline and the shapes have to be filled, maybe while 
listening to the radio or the voices in the other room. Distracted, with 
all the attention on not going outside the lines and being surprised by 
the transformation which takes place in front of our eyes.

In 1988 I spent a long time studying Ad Reinhardt and his black 
painting; I cannot remember how I discovered them.
“Awareness of hidden things, look towards what is hidden”.

Pagine dipinte #3, La divisione tra i soggiorno e lo studio, 29,5 x21 cm, 2016



Pagine dipinte #10, Pagina 141, 29,5 x21 cm, 2016Pagine dipinte #2, Ancora una interessante soluzione, 29,5 x21 cm, 2016





Obsoleto #40

Obsoleto, 2012-2016  (Obsolete)
(montages of Polaroids and pages from books or magazines)

I began to pick things up off the street, usually pieces of things, 
remains. Often it is hard to understand what they were for, 
and it is also hard to describe them. I take them home, I put 
them on the table to see them better, and I photograph them 
together with cutouts from books or other objects within reach. 
I remove them from the opacity of abandon, making them no 
longer invisible, but crossed by a light, though on the verge of 
vanishing again. I take both Polaroids and photographs (the 
Sul tavolo series developed from the photographs). Then I put 
the Polaroids inside a page from a book or a magazine, when 
the two images work together for some narrative, intuitive or 
formal reason.

In every Obsoleto composition there are shared elements: 
the same table, daylight, abandoned objects, Polaroids from 
elementary compositions of these abandoned objects, equally 
forgotten images from some book. But the stories told are 
different, distant from each other; each one is an unknown 
world I had never seen, or even imagined. It did not exist.

One-offs, size varies according to the page



Obsoleto #115Obsoleto #118



Obsoleto #114
Obsoleto #111



Brighter interior doors for your home. An A-Z Guide, 2015

Sequence of 12 photomontages with texts and images taken 
from an English magazine from 1960, Do It Yourself, and 
made into a small book. They narrate the opening of a door 
and the approach between two persons, a sentimental “do-
it-yourself.”

One-off, 297x210 cm

Brighter interior doors 3 



Sul tavolo, 2012-2015 (On the Table)
(color photographs)

These photographs are made together with the Polaroids that 
form the pages of Obsoleto, with the same materials, but then 
take on a different form. They are printed in a format that gives 
the things their original size; the things, enlarged, are fragile 
apparitions that nevertheless have the weight of wood, metal, 
paper, plastic, cardboard. The table has the magnetic and 
silent force of the earth.

Edition 3+2 a.p., 30x41 cm
The format of the two artist’s proofs may vary 

Sul tavolo #3



Sul tavolo #40Sul tavolo #69



Libri in copia unica (Single-copy books)

Since 2012 I have made books of variable size, with a few 
pages, single copies, using pages from books or magazines, 
cutout images and texts. These books began as exercises to 
go back to material that seemed impossible to utilize, yet at 
the same time was full of narrative or associative possibilities.



Dizionario moderno, 2012-2015 (Modern Dictionary)
(color photography)

“Maraviglia” is one of the words added (there are about 30) 
by an unknown reader to a 1927 edition of the Dizionario 
Moderno, an Italian dictionary supplement by Alfredo Panzini. 
The reader, amazed perhaps at the lack of the word “Meraviglia” 
or “Maraviglia” (along with other missing words like Sortilegio, 
Micropanico, Elzeviro, Filatelia, Infortunato...), has cut them 
out and glued them into the Dizionario Moderno. Maraviglia is 
a word that is even more marvelous than meraviglia, because 
with the repetition of the letter A it emphasizes the sense of 
being spellbound by something unexpected, unhoped-for.

Editions 5+2 a.p., 50x70 cm
The format of the two artist’s proofs may vary 

Dizionario Moderna, Maraviglia



Dalla balaustra (From the balustrade)
(color photography and postcards)

This series of photographs comes from classified ads for 
real estate. I selected and rephotographed those in which a 
balustrade is shown in the image, the only presence of the 
house for sale. It appears, or it seems to me, that what is 
offered is a view or a vision. Someone wants to sell a house 
from which to look at the sea, a lake, a piece of city. The gaze 
climbs over the railing and is lost in the distance.

Edition 3+2 a.p., 30x45 cm
The format of the two artist’s proofs may vary 

Dalla Balaustra - Cartolina. Salerno, 10x15 cm



Dalla Balaustra #7 e #3 Dalla Balaustra #25 e #4



Vendesi, 2007-2015 (For Sale)
(color photography)

This series of analog photographs is a work in progress that 
began in 2007 and now contains over 500 images. The 
source is a classified ad magazine sold on newsstands, where 
the images appear in 30x45 mm format.
Objects exist around us and change hands at times, silent, 
anodyne, mysterious. When they are put up for sale they try to 
catch our attention. We are amazed that we do not recognize 
them, or we have the impression of finally seeing them, as if 
for the first time. They are like ghosts that inhabit our memory 
and our homes: where have I seen that table before? Where 
have I seen that lamp? When did I sleep in that bed?
The way these objects have been photographed indicates 
a viewpoint that is not ours, that pushes us into the gaze of 
others.

Edition 3+2 a.p., 20x30 cm and 30x45 cm
The a.p. are on a scale of 1:1 with respect to the object photographed, so they vary 
according to the object represented.

Vendesi #104





Vendesi #428 Vendesi #431



Vendesi #244Vendesi #10



Nello stesso momento, 2012-2014 (At the same moment)
(color photography of photomontages)

In these images I start with pages from decor magazines of 
the 1960s and 1970s; I cut out the objects or parts of the 
image and superimpose the empty zones on another page. 
The image below comes to the surface, two realities meet and 
reassemble in a single, improbable, accidental, metaphysical 
image. The print screen keeps us inside the reality of the 
image.
The cuts opened in the images take us into other corners, 
through other doors, against other walls, towards other tables. 
They are provisional montages that invite us into a new home, 
that produce – together with wonder – a bit of dizziness, the 
experience of falling.
A fragment of an image becomes a starting point for another 
image, like an energy reserve.

Edition 5+2 a.p., 20x30 cm, 17x25 cm 
The format of the two artist’s proofs may vary 

Nello stesso momento #14





Nello stesso momento #14 Nello stesso momento #21



Sortilegio, 2012-2014 (Sortilege)
(photogravures)

The first images of Sortilegio, from 2012, are details of 
gestures of hands preparing food and cooking; those 
from 2014, on the other hand, are details of the hands of 
a hobbyist. The gestures we make are repeated, always 
equal; like the emotions, there are no new ones. Isolated, 
they are gestures we recognize, familiar but at the same time 
enigmatic, gestures of wizards or charlatans.
The images of Sortilegio are black and white photogravures. 
The realism of the hand that performs a habitual gesture is 
attenuated by the printing process, becoming more abstract, 
closer to a drawing.

Edition 5+2 a.p., manual chalcographic print from zinc plate
20x30 cm on cotton paper, format 50x43.5 cm 

Sortilegio #8





Sortilegio #12Sortilegio #11



Osservazioni ed esperimenti, 2011-2012 
(Observations and Experiments) 
(photomontages)

Photomontages: a page from a decor magazine, upside down, 
contains one or more images taken from a scholastic science manual, 
a text, also from a manual, and one or more photographs of objects 
for sale in the classified ad magazine Smart.
It is as if the images and words were seeking a way – one of many – 
to join, to mingle, experimenting with the combinatory possibilities of 
these different elements.
 
One-off, 21x 29.7 cm

Osservzione ed esperimenti #13



Stanze, 2009 (Rooms)
(color photographs)

Montage of two photographs of hotel rooms from tourism 
brochures. The center of the image dissolves and is lost 
before our eyes; we are on the threshold of a new space, we 
experience a disorder, or the surprise of a new balance. 
The space to which we are accustomed slackens, breaks up 
and reassembles following occasional strategies, those of the 
mysterious mechanics of memory that joins and separates, of 
the coincidental encounter between two rooms, two horizons, 
various people. 

Edition 5+2 a.p., 30x45 cm
The format of the two artist’s proofs may vary 

Stanze #2



Stanze #4Stanze #6



Fotomontaggi, 2009 (Photomontages)
(color photographs)

Reality often presents itself to us in the form of images, found 
images of reality.
The images light up the chaos of reality. The photomontage 
works inside the chaos, preserving it, making it even more 
evident, cutting and reassembling non-homogeneous, 
fragmented spaces and times.
Along the line that separates and joins two houses, reality 
offers itself to us in the guise of a montage, with all the 
arbitrary brutality of every montage.
This line exerts a magnetic, senseless, at times surprising 
attraction.
It stubbornly insists on holding together the houses, keeping 
them standing, resisting the force of gravity that pulls things 
earthward.

Edition 3+2 a.p., 30x45 cm
The format of the two artist’s proofs may vary 



Selvatico (colui che si salva), 2008 
(Wild, He Who Saves Himself)

(Color photgraphs, texts, drawings) 
This is a project that rather than the abandonment and 
precariousness of small objects, or the sadness of animals 
in captivity, concerns the violence of every instance of taming 
and session, and, at the same time, the hope for a new 
resistance and the possibility of salvation.
Salvation in wildness. Objects are finally free from the slavery 
of being useful; animals from that of being friends; human 
beings from that of smiling. They can finally turn their backs 
on the others, get out, go back into the forest, roam and save 
themselves. They can rediscover the child in themselves that 
they have lost and abandoned, not in the forest, but at home, 
in the light that clarifies and keeps the night at bay. 
We don’t know anything about our childhood any more. Our 
first smile, step, word or lock of hair: we learn as we grow. 
We take over a small plot of land and cultivate it, and new, 
delicate roots seek to sink into it. We leave the forest, we 
forget and get lost. We think we’re going ahead, disturbed 
only by nostalgia for what we no longer know, having 
abandoned it for ever. 
I continue to use these two words — ‘wild’ and ‘salvation’ — 
which eventually meet in the state of wildness. Perhaps only 
in the forest, where the sun never shines, there is salvation.
Edition 5+2 a.p., each work has a different size on a scale of 1:1 with respect to the 
object photographed, so they vary according to the object represented.



Fogli bianchi accartocciati Palloni nella rete



Il taglio di capelli Vendesi gatto dagli occhi gialli



Il velo, 2007 (The veil)
(Color photographs)

I went to San Pellegrino on numerous occasions. The image 
that came out of these visits is the veil, which covers, hides 
and protects. The word that best describes what I found 
there is reticence, in the sense of suspension of discourse 
and forms. The past is shut up somewhere; the future does 
not yet exist. History repeats itself. Concealing and revealing: 
the meaning and the form are unstable; in between is silence 
and waiting, the modesty of objects.
The veil deflects our gaze and our thought: the object is 
given a new configuration; in a way, it is still recognizable and 
familiar, but, at the same time, it acquires a different form. No 
longer animated by the vitality of its functions, this formless 
form is lethargic. Under the veil, the visible becomes invisible: 
the disappearance of the piece of furniture transforms it into 
an incomplete object, one that is based on its absence when 
phantoms, visions of distance and shadows return. 

Edition 5+2 a.p., 85x120 cm
The format of the two artist’s proofs may vary 

Il velo #8



Rovine, 2005 - 2006 (Ruins)
(Color photographs)

Fragments of messages: wanted, offers, for rent, personal. 
Words in the wind, carrying voices, signs and mysteries 
through the city. What we are looking at are pieces of paper, 
words, Sellotape, numbers and string, torn and time-worn. 
What are left are the ruins of messages, now mute, useless 
and unreadable, but serving as witnesses and traces of 
intentions, possibilities and lives.  

Edition 5+2 a.p., 75x100 cm
The format of the two artist’s proofs may vary 

Rovine #2



Cose che accadono, 2002 - 2005 (Things that happen)
(Color photgraphs)

Our exploration of the world often stops at identification, when 
we find the world as and where we had left it.
Seeing and recognizing is an automatic reaction of the eye 
and thought, somewhere between laziness and desire: but 
sometimes things happen that interrupt this reaction. We 
recognize something, but only in part; the other part occupies 
the spaces of resemblance to something that we do not know 
and cannot see.
The visible world is always frequented by the invisible, by that 
which was and no longer is, by that which can never exist and 
which can only be imagined. Around us and inside us things 
happen that we know nothing about: impossible, senseless 
and useless, they are accidents and we are accomplices or 
victims, while chance rushes into reality, modifying it.

Edition 5+2 a.p., 40x60 cm
The format of the two artist’s proofs may vary 

Cose che accadono #1



Cose che accadono #31 Cose che accadono #30





Cose che accadono #42 Cose che accadono #16



Fisica naturale, 2005 (Natural phisics)
(Color photographs)

Contradicting things, subjecting them to useless, 
gratuitous and improbable efforts that are not consistent 
with their limits and ours, in order to sidetrack universal 
laws, to subvert them, reduce their weight and lose their 
meaning, removing them from the force of the strongest, 
the attraction of the earth.

Edition 5+2 a.p., 30x40 cm
The format of the two artist’s proofs may vary 

Fisica naturale #3



Una naturale indifferenza, 2002 (A natural indifference)
(Color photographs))

People are often  afraid. Sometimes we ignore it, we are used 
to it, sometimes we look the other way and sometimes we just 
roar with fear. A climbing plant grows, reaching where it can 
or where it feels inclined. Slow and silent, it is anonymous 
and detached. First it seeds, then it grows and reaches up 
high, turning itself into a sheltering roof. Meanwhile we look 
on. We take on board the concept of growth, but we feel out 
of it. We are outsiders. Nature knows no fear but she leaves 
us struck dumb.

Edition 5+2 a.p., 55x80 cm

The format of the two artist’s proofs may vary 

Una naturale indifferenza #6



La donna barbuta, 2000 (The bearded lady)
Black and white photographs

There is no sadness in the bearded woman, but rather 
a wild, pervasive quietness, a restless quietness, 
sometimes a melancholy mixed with peace. The bearded 
woman goes through her fields, goes along her paths; 
she is alone in the silence, far from the humming, far from 
the wasted smiles. She recognizes what is far and what 
is near, the seasons which come and go, the shadows 
of the evening. She knows that to be in this world means 
defying it, prodding it,  provoking it. It means  choosing 
to remain in it.

Edition 5+2 a.p., 26x38 o 41x53 cm

The format of the two artist’s proofs may vary  26x38 o 41x53 cm
Il formato delle due prove d’artista può variare

La donna barbuta #6



La donna barbuta #20 La donna barbuta #12



Occasione unica, 1999 (A unique occasion)
(color photographs)

(pictures of houses on sale taken from specialized magazines)
An empty house, a house on sale is like a well over which we 
are tempted to lean, and from which comes a cold, humid, 
unhealthy air. The voice resounds, gets lost between the 
echoes and the darkness. It carves out a disquieting space, a 
no-man’s-land, inhabited only by the spirit of the house. The 
pictures are almost always understated and careless.  There 
is a kind of modesty in the image which is so rare - almost 
suspicious - for an item on sale. They look like pictures taken 
in secret. The house which has to be your own occasion is 
always an unrepeatable unique occasion, because it speaks 
only to you, it speaks to your past, to your present, to your 
future dreams. Like a promise or a threat.

Edition 5+2 a.p., 30x40
The format of the two artist’s proofs may vary 

Vendesi #7



Vendesi #4 Vendesi #16



Dove sei?, 1999 (Where are you?)
(Color photographs)

“And they heard the sound of the Lord God walking in the 
garden in the cool of the day, and the man and his wife hid 
themselves from the presence of the Lord God among the 
trees of the garden. But the Lord God called to the man and 
said to him, “Where are you?” And he said, “I heard the sound 
of thee in the garden, and I was afraid, because I was naked; 
and I hid myself.” Genesis, 3,8
“Where are you?” God looks for Adam because, by hiding, 
Adam is losing himself. God does not ask because he wants 
to know, but so that Adam can come out of his hiding place.
Adam disappears behind his fear and shame, he doesn’t really 
know what he has done and why, he would like not to be 
there.  It is easy to hide from yourself, from your choices: all 
you need do is not listen, not answer, stop.  The woods cover 
the world.
In your hiding place your bones tremble because there is no 
light, no warmth, there is only silence.
 “Where are you?” This question sounds in the wind of days 
and nights: creation speaks to us incessantly, presses us, 
questions: where are you, where are you hiding? where are 
you going? Adam is each one of us, in every time, in every 
place. The question is: “Where are you in your world?” When 
we know where we are we can resume or continue our 
journey.

Edition 5+2 a.p., 85x120 cm
The format of the two artist’s proofs may vary Dove sei? #2



Tornando a casa, 1996 - 1997 (Coming Home)
(color photographs)

Domestic fires. Coming home we are not expecting any 
surprise, we are not expecting them any more. We are 
content with finding the house and shutting the door. 
At the beginning I thought of burning buildings, which 
crumbled down wrapped in flames. 
Besides the fire there was the catastrophe of the fall. The 
noise of the crumbling. Walking among the debris. Then 
the fire moved inside the house, it caught the curtains, 
the chairs, the sofas. Or rather, it caught our curtains, our 
table, our armchair, our bed. 
I imagine that there is a spot in our room, a corner where 
the fire has not arrived yet, from which we contemplate the 
flames, we participate, immobile, in the fire.
The hand does not reach for water.

Edition 5+2 a.p., 24x36 cm e 46x70 cm
The format of the two artist’s proofs may vary 

Tornando a casa #9



Tornando a casa #7 Tornando a casa #15



Quando la terra si disfa, 1995 - 1996  
(When the earth falls apart)
(black and white photographs)

A huge hand crushes us, pushes us down onto the earth: 
between the fingers, in the cracks of this hand, something 
occasionally manages to slip through, escaping its pressure.

When a glass is suspended in the air, it moves away from 
us: we have to grope in the air to try and catch it, it no longer 
belongs to us.
When they are on the ground, things leave a mark, traces.  
This is because of their weight and because the earth is made 
to receive them.  We use these traces when we try to go 
back, to retrace our steps, to find marks left here and there.  
But when things begin to float on the hard dry earth, we can 
no longer go back.

The sand that falls in the hourglass measures time, the time 
necessary for it to fall.  When an object escapes this fall, time 
is suspended.
We never stop eating, sleeping, walking.  Things have stopped 
being where our hand ends, stopped sharing space with us.
When the earth goes to ruin, things are free to float.

Edition 5+2 a.p., 40x60 cm

The format of the two artist’s proofs may vary 
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Sesto continente, 1995 (Sixth Continent)
(Black and white and color photographs)

After the initial recognition of the image or of the subject of the 
photograph (very simple in this case, they are birds or other 
animals or insects set in an absolutely obvious natural context), 
we perceive the difficulty of recognition, an uneasiness when 
faced with the bewilderment of the naturalness, the sincerity, 
of what we have before us.  Either something has been 
altered in what we are seeing, or something has been altered 
in us (the beginning of a metamorphosis or the intuition of a 
danger).
The thread of recognition that guides us in our recognitions 
has broken.  Something is happening, which is not clear yet.  
It is a surprise, or the beginning of the loss of our certainties.  
Nearly always the rapid recognition of what is around us 
confirms that we are exactly where we thought we were.

It’s like getting off the lift at the wrong floor, finding ourselves 
on a landing identical to the one where we are in the habit of 
going, inserting the key in the first door on the left and feeling 
a sense of panic because things are not going as they should, 
it’s not the way it has always been, something is altered (does 
it threaten us? amuse us?). Is the umbrella stand on the right 
instead of the left? Is the geometric pattern on the doormat 
too new?  And that reproduction of a landscape, in that thin 
frame?  
Edition 5+2 a.p., 70x100 cm
The format of the two artist’s proofs may vary Sesto continente #35



Io?, 1993 - 1994 (I?)
(photocopies of photomontages)

Photo-montages, self-portraits. I use the same photo of 
my own face superimposed on different bodies, times and 
situations, using images borrowed from books and magazines.  
The modifications in the perception of self-portraits is not 
developed in changes in expression, but in the almost real 
possibilities of other lives.  A dispersion of oneself and, at the 
same time, a search for a utopian identity.

Photocopies,  A4

Io? #19



Ingressi, 1992 - 1993 (Entrances)
(Color and black and white photographs)

Photographs of entrances of buildings, mostly of the 
Fifties and Sixties in Milan, by night.
This is the place where no one stops, where no one 
lives and anyone can come in.  Space that belongs to 
everyone and to no one, to anonymity.
The lighting is generally cold, with neon lights and 
furnishings like those of abandoned rooms, not loved, 
not chosen.  If there are any flowers, they are fake.

Edition 5+2 a.p., 24x36 cm e 40x60 cm
The format of the two artist’s proofs may vary 
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Travelling, 2004
(video, 35 sec)

Travelling around the 
world, around the room, 
around a table. From the 
table to the floor, from 
desire to reality. Often, 
we get up and start again. 
Unforeseen elements 
of travelling, waiting, 
surprises, uncertainties, 
hopes.  Clinging to the 
raft, as long as your 
strength lasts, waiting 
for a shore, or the sea 
swelling and carrying us 
away.  The waves cradle 
us or stun us, relentless, 
indifferent. One day cast 
ashore, we wander until 
we are thrown out. The 
centrifuge of life.

Every Morning 2006
(video, 3 min)

Ogni mattina, qualcosa 
succede fuori dalla mia 
finestra, di fronte a me, per 
me, per tutti noi, forse.

The Conversation, 
2004
(video, 80 sec)

We continuously wait for 
answers, we talk to hear 
someone else’s voice.  
Someone must reply.  If 
someone replies, we are 
not alone, the silence will 
be more tolerable, our 
voice will not echo in the 
void.  It is not nice to talk 
to yourself, indeed it’s 
frightening.  Voices travel 
through the world, they 
need ears.
A room. A table. One 
knock, two knocks. If 
you’re there, knock, that’s 
what they say.  But a long 
chat begins here, as well 
as the knock announcing 
someone’s presence 
there is a generous voice, 
talking.  The other is 
listening.  Replying.

In the Country, 2004
(video, 35 sec)

Outside the house, open 
air, countryside, spring, 
awakenings. Vitality.  
It takes a moment to 
enter that river of life, it 
is calling us, urging us, 
germination, creation, the 
temptation to get involved 
in things, is it possible? 
Can it be done? Will 
we be allowed to?  One 
daisy, one daisy, one 
daisy, lots and lots of 
daisies…

Et voilà, 2000
(video, 3 min)

“ Man’s greatest affliction, 
which begins in infancy 
and continues until 
death, is that looking and 
eating are two different 
operations. Eternal 
beatitude is a state where 
to look is to eat. What he 
looks at is not real, it is a 
scenario. What he eats is 
destroyed, it is no longer 
real.” Simone Weil

Mouthful after 
mouthful, the magic of 
disappearing as extreme 
transformation.

Petit déjeuner, 
2004
(video 25 sec)

Morning, awakening, the 
stupor of starting all over 
again one foot in the night, 
one foot out. Indolence. The 
rituals begin, our anchors. 
We put down loads so 
as not to be carried away 
by the first breath of air. 
Breakfast, we are creatures 
of habit, we want the same 
things. The same coffee. 
The same window to look 
out of.  One morning, 
something different, 
something senseless, 
something that shouldn’t 
happen, but it does.  The 
coffee cup moves, goes 
away, the thought pushes it 
away, in a drowsiness that 
tries to realise other dreams, 
the dream of a thought 
that becomes an energy, 
that transforms and moves 
things.
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